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Building a Scalable System for Stealthy
P2P-Botnet Detection

Junjie Zhang, Roberto Perdisci, Wenke Lee, Xiapu Luo, and Unum Sarfraz

Abstract— Peer-to-peer (P2P) botnets have recently been
adopted by botmasters for their resiliency against take-down
efforts. Besides being harder to take down, modern botnets tend
to be stealthier in the way they perform malicious activities,
making current detection approaches ineffective. In addition, the
rapidly growing volume of network traffic calls for high scalabil-
ity of detection systems. In this paper, we propose a novel scalable
botnet detection system capable of detecting stealthy P2P botnets.
Our system first identifies all hosts that are likely engaged in
P2P communications. It then derives statistical fingerprints to
profile P2P traffic and further distinguish between P2P botnet
traffic and legitimate P2P traffic. The parallelized computation
with bounded complexity makes scalability a built-in feature of
our system. Extensive evaluation has demonstrated both high
detection accuracy and great scalability of the proposed system.

Index Terms— Botnet, P2P, intrusion detection, network
security.

I. INTRODUCTION

ABOTNET is a collection of compromised hosts
(a.k.a. bots) that are remotely controlled by an attacker

(the botmaster) through a command and control (C&C) chan-
nel. Botnets serve as the infrastructures responsible for a
variety of cyber-crimes, such as spamming, distributed denial-
of-service (DDoS) attacks, identity theft, click fraud, etc. The
C&C channel is an essential component of a botnet because
botmasters rely on the C&C channel to issue commands to
their bots and receive information from the compromised
machines. Botnets may structure their C&C channels in dif-
ferent ways. In a centralized architecture, all bots in a botnet
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contact one (or a few) C&C server(s) owned by the botmaster.
However, a fundamental disadvantage of centralized C&C
servers is that they represent a single point of failure. In order
to overcome this problem, botmasters have recently started to
build botnets with a more resilient C&C architecture, using a
peer-to-peer (P2P) structure [1]–[3] or hybrid P2P/centralized
C&C structures [4]. Bots belonging to a P2P botnet form an
overlay network in which any of the nodes (i.e., any of the
bots) can be used by the botmaster to distribute commands
to the other peers or collect information from them. Notable
examples of P2P botnets are represented by Nugache [5],
Storm [2], Waledac [4], and even Confiker, which
has been shown to embed P2P capabilities [3]. Storm and
Waledac are of particular interest because they use P2P
C&C structures as the primary way to organize their bots.
While more complex, and perhaps more costly to manage
compared to centralized botnets, P2P botnets offer higher
resiliency against take-down efforts (e.g., by law enforcement),
since even if a significant portion of bots in a P2P botnet are
disrupted the remaining bots may still be able to communicate
with each other and with the botmaster.

Detecting botnets is of great importance. However, design-
ing an effective P2P-botnet detection system is faced with sev-
eral challenges. First, the P2P file-sharing and communication
applications, such as Bittorrent, emule, and skype, are
very popular and hence C&C traffic of P2P botnets can easily
blend into the background P2P traffic. This challenge is further
compounded by the fact that a bot-compromised host may
exhibit mixed patterns of both legitimate and botnet P2P traffic
(e.g., due to the coexistence of a file-sharing P2P application
and a P2P bot on the same host). Second, modern botnets
tend to use increasingly stealthy ways to perform malicious
activities that are extremely hard to be observed in the network
traffic. For example, some botnets send spam through large
popular webmail services such as Hotmail [6], which is
likely transparent to network detectors due to encryption and
overlap with legitimate email use patterns. Third, as the vol-
ume of network traffic grows rapidly, the deployed detection
system is required to process a huge amount of information
efficiently.

To date, a few approaches capable of detecting P2P botnets
have been proposed [7]–[9]. However, these approaches can-
not address all the aforementioned challenges. For example,
BotMiner [7] identifies a group of hosts as bots belonging
to the same botnet if they share similar communication
patterns and meanwhile perform similar malicious activities,
such as scanning, spamming, exploiting, etc. Unfortunately,
the malicious activities may be stealthy and non-observable,
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thereby making BotMiner ineffective. In addition, BotMiner’s
scalability is significantly constrained [10]. Yen et al. [8]
proposed an algorithm that aims to distinguish between hosts
that run legitimate P2P file sharing applications and P2P bots.
Nevertheless, this algorithm [8] does not take into account the
fact that a bot may coexist with a legitimate P2P application
on the same host. As a consequence, the mixed traffic profile
of the compromised host may disguise the communication
patterns related to the bot, rendering the algorithm [8] inef-
fective. BotGrep [9] analyzes network flows collected over
multiple large networks (e.g., ISP networks), and attempts
to detect P2P botnets by analyzing the communication graph
formed by overlay networks. Although BotGrep does not rely
on malicious activities for detection, it requires a global view
of Internet traffic and a priori detection results from additional
systems to bootstrap the detection. However, it is extremely
hard to acquire such information in practice.

In this paper, we present a novel scalable botnet detection
system capable of detecting stealthy P2P botnets. We refer to a
stealthy P2P botnet as a P2P botnet whose malicious activities
may not be observable in the network traffic. Particularly, our
system aims to detect stealthy P2P botnet even if P2P botnet
traffic is overlapped with traffic generated by legitimate P2P
applications (e.g., Skype) running on the same compromised
host and ii) achieve high scalability. To this end, our system
identifies P2P bots within a monitored network by detect-
ing the C&C communication patterns that characterize P2P
botnets, regardless of how they perform malicious activities in
response to the botmaster’s commands. Specifically, it derives
statistical fingerprints of the P2P communications generated
by P2P hosts and leverages them to distinguish between
hosts that are part of legitimate P2P networks (e.g., file-
sharing networks) and P2P bots. The high scalability of our
system stems from the parallelized computation with bounded
computational complexity. To summarize, our work makes the
following contributions:

1) A new flow-clustering-based analysis approach to iden-
tify hosts that engage in P2P communications.

2) An efficient algorithm for P2P traffic profiling, where
we build statistical fingerprints to profile various P2P
applications and estimate their active time.

3) A P2P botnet detection method that can effectively
detect stealthy P2P bots even if the P2P botnet traffic
is overlapped with traffic generated by legitimate P2P
applications (e.g., Skype) running on the same compro-
mised machine.

4) A scalable design based on an efficient detection algo-
rithm and parallelized computation.

5) A prototype system and extensive evaluation based on
real-world network traffic, which has demonstrated high
detection accuracy (i.e., a detection rate of 100% and
0.2% false positive rate) and great scalability (i.e.,
processing 80 million flows in 0.8 hour) of our design.

Compared to our preliminary version of this work [11],
we have made the following substantial improvements.
First, we simplified the system design by eliminating a coarse-
grained analysis component for P2P client detection based on
failed network connections without sacrificing its detection

performance. The new design eradicates the necessity of
keeping failed connections, reducing the storage cost by 60%.
Second, we redesigned the clustering-based P2P client detec-
tion algorithm to enhance its efficiency, which decreases the
processing time by at least 68% compared to the original
design. Third, we parallelize our system to boost its scalability
and demonstrated its efficiency. Finally, we have empirically
evaluated the extent to which configurable parameters affect
the detection performance and manifested that our system is
effective over a large range of parameter values.

II. RELATED WORK

A few approaches capable of detecting P2P botnets have
been proposed [7]–[9], [12]–[14]. Compared with the existing
methods [7]–[9], the design goals of our approach are different
in that: 1) our approach does not assume that malicious
activities are observable, unlike [7]; 2) our approach does not
require any botnet-specific information to make the detection,
unlike [9]; 3) our approach needs to detect the compromised
hosts that run both P2P bot and other legitimate P2P applica-
tions at the same time, unlike [8]; and 4) different from [7]–[9],
our approach has high scalability as a built-in feature. Other
methods [12]–[14] use machine learning for detection, which
require labeled P2P botnet data to train a statistical classifier.
Unfortunately, acquiring such information is a challenging
task, thereby drastically limiting the practical use of these
methods.

To achieve the aforementioned design goals, our sys-
tem includes multiple components. The first one is a flow-
clustering-based analysis approach to identify hosts that are
mostly likely running P2P applications. In contrast to exist-
ing approaches of identifying hosts running P2P applica-
tions [15]–[19], our approach differs in the following ways:
1) unlike [16], our approach does not need any content signa-
ture because encryption will make content signature useless;
2) our approach does not rely on any transport layer heuristics
(e.g., fixed source port) used by [15], [17], which can be easily
violated by P2P applications; 3) we do not need training data
set to build a machine learning based model as used in [18],
because it is very challenging to get traffic of P2P botnets
before they are detected; 4) in contrast to [19], our approach
can detect and profile various P2P applications rather than
identifying a specific P2P application (e.g., Bittorrent);
and 5) our analysis approach can estimate the active time of
a P2P application, which is critical for botnet detection.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

System Overview: A P2P botnet relies on a P2P protocol to
establish a C&C channel and communicate with the botmaster.
Therefore P2P bots exhibit some network traffic patterns that
are common to other P2P client applications (either legitimate
or malicious). Thus, we divide our systems into two phases.
In the first phase, we aim at detecting all hosts within
the monitored network that engage in P2P communications.
As shown in Figure 1, we analyze raw traffic collected at the
edge of the monitored network and apply a pre-filtering step to
discard network flows that are unlikely to be generated by P2P
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Fig. 1. System overview.

TABLE I

NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS

TABLE II

MEASUREMENT OF FEATURES

applications. We then analyze the remaining traffic and extract
a number of statistical features to identify flows generated
by P2P clients. In the second phase, our system analyzes
the traffic generated by the P2P clients and classifies them
into either legitimate P2P clients or P2P bots. Specifically, we
investigate the active time of a P2P client and identify it as a
candidate P2P bot if it is persistently active on the underlying
host. We further analyze the overlap of peers contacted by two
candidate P2P bots to finalize detection.

To illustrate the statistical features and motivate the related
thresholds used by our system, we ran five popular P2P
applications, including Bittorrent, Emule, Limewire,
Skype, and Ares, for 24 hours to collect their traffic traces.
For the Bittorrent application, we generated two separate
24-hour traces (T-Bittorrent and T-Bittorrent-2).
In this section we report a number of measurements on the
obtained traffic traces to better motivate the design of statistical
features, whose notations are summarized in Table I. Table II
reports the feature values measured on the collected traffic
traces. We now elaborate on each component of our system.

A. Identifying P2P Clients

Traffic Filter The Traffic Filter component aims at filtering
out network traffic that is unlikely to be related to P2P
communications. This is accomplished by passively analyzing
DNS traffic, and identifying network flows whose destination
IP addresses were previously resolved in DNS responses.
Specifically, we leverage the following feature: P2P clients
usually contact their peers directly by looking up IPs from a
routing table for the overlay network, rather than resolving a
domain name. This feature is supported by Table II (No-DNS
Peers), which illustrates that the vast majority of flows gener-
ated by P2P applications do not have destination IPs resolved

from domain names. The remaining small fraction of flows are
corresponding to a possible exception that a peer bootstraps
into a P2P network by looking up domain names that resolve
to stable super-nodes) Since most non-P2P applications (e.g.,
browsers, email clients, etc.) often connect to a destination
address resulting from domain name resolution, this simple
filter can eliminate a very large percentage of non-P2P traffic,
while retaining the vast majority of P2P communications.

Fine-Grained Detection of P2P Clients: This component
is responsible for detecting P2P clients by analyzing the
remaining network flows after the Traffic Filter component.
For each host h within the monitored network we identify two
flow sets, denoted as Stcp(h) and Sudp(h), which contain the
flows related to successful outgoing TCP and UDP connection,
respectively. We consider as successful those TCP connections
with a completed SYN, SYN/ACK, ACK handshake, and
those UDP (virtual) connections for which there was at least
one “request” packet and a consequent response packet.

In order to detect P2P clients, we first consider the fact
that each P2P client frequently exchanges control messages
(e.g., ping/pong messages) with other peers. Besides, we notice
that the characteristics of these messages, such as the size
and frequency of the exchanged packets, are similar for nodes
in the same P2P network, and vary depending on the P2P
protocol and network in use. As a consequence, if two network
flows are generated by the same P2P application and they
carry the same type of P2P control messages, they tend to
share similar flow size. In addition, a P2P client will exchange
control messages with a large number of peers distributed
in many different networks. Consequently, the destination IP
addresses of network flows that carry these control messages
will spread across a large number of networks where each
network can be represented by its BGP prefix.

To identify flows corresponding to P2P control messages,
we first apply a flow clustering process intended to group
together similar flows for each candidate P2P node h.
Given sets of flows Stcp(h) and Sudp(h), we characterize
each flow using a vector of statistical features v(h) =
[Pkts , Pktr , Bytes , Byter ], in which Pkts and Pktr represent
the number of packets sent and received, and Bytes and Byter

represent the number of bytes sent and received, respectively.
The distance between two flows is subsequently defined as
the euclidean distance of their two corresponding vectors. We
then apply a clustering algorithm to partition the set of flows
into a number of clusters. Each of the obtained clusters of
flows, C j (h), represents a group of flows with similar size.
For each C j (h), we consider the set of destination IP addresses
related to the flows in the clusters, and for each of these IPs
we consider its BGP prefix (using BGP prefix announcements).
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Fig. 2. Example of flow clustering to identify P2P hosts.

Finally, we count the number of distinct BGP prefixes related
to destination IPs in a cluster bgp j = BG P(C j (h)), and
discard those clusters of flows for which bgp j < �bgp. We call
fingerprint clusters the remaining cluster of flows. Therefore,
each host h can now be described by a set of fingerprint
clusters FC(h) = {FC1, . . . , FCk}. We label h as P2P node
if FC(h) �= ∅, namely if h generated at least one fingerprint
cluster.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the flow cluster-
ing process for a P2P node. Flows corresponding to
ping/pong and peer-discovery share similar sizes, and
hence they are grouped into two clusters (FC1 and FC2),
respectively. Since the number of destination BGP pre-
fixes involved in each cluster is larger than �bgp, we take
FC1 and FC2 as its fingerprint clusters. A fingerprint
cluster summary, (Pkts , Pktr , Bytes , Byter , proto), repre-
sents the protocol and the average number of sent/received
packets/bytes for all the flows in this fingerprint clus-
ter. We implemented the flow analysis component (with
�bgp = 50) and identified fingerprint cluster for the
sample P2P traces including two Bittorrent traces
(T-Bittorrent, T-Bittorrent-2), and one Skype
trace. Figure 3 describes the distribution of flow sizes for
these two Bittorrent traces and a large number of
flows share similar sizes. The summaries of the fingerprint
clusters are illustrated in Table III, which can successfully
cluster flows with similar sizes as presented in Figure 3.
Particularly, manual investigation of the flow payload has
confirmed flows corresponding to two fingerprint clusters,
“(1 1 145 319, UDP)” and “(1 1 109 100, UDP)”, are used
for node discovery and exchanging ping/pong messages,
respectively.

B. Detecting P2P Bots

Coarse-Grained Detection of P2P Bots: Since bots are
malicious programs used to perform profitable malicious activ-
ities, they represent valuable assets for the botmaster, who
will intuitively try to maximize utilization of bots. This is
particularly true for P2P bots because in order to have a
functional overlay network (the botnet), a sufficient number
of peers needs to be always online. In other words, the active
time of a bot should be comparable with the active time of
the underlying compromised system. If this was not the case,
the botnet overlay network would risk degenerating into a
number of disconnected subnetworks due to the short life time
of each single node. In contrast, the active time of legitimate

Fig. 3. CDF of flow size.

TABLE III

SUMMARIES OF FINGERPRINT CLUSTERS

P2P applications is determined by users, which is likely to
be transient. For example, some users tend to use their file-
sharing P2P clients only to download a limited number of
files before shutting down the P2P application [20]. In this
case, the active time of the legitimate P2P application may be
much shorter compared to the active time of the underlying
system. It is worth noting that some users may run certain
legitimate P2P applications for as long as their machine is
on. For example, Skype is a popular P2P application for
instant messaging and voice-over-IP (VoIP) that is often setup
to start after system boot, and that keeps running until the
system is turned off. Therefore, such Skype clients (or other
“persistent” P2P clients) will not be filtered out at this stage.

Hence, the first component in the “Phase II” of our system
(“Coarse-Grained Detection of P2P Bots”) aims at identifying
P2P clients that are active for a time TP2P close to the
active time Tsys of the underlying system they are running
on. While this behavior is not unique to P2P bots and may be
representative of other P2P applications (e.g., Skype clients
that run for as long as a machine is on), identifying persistent
P2P clients takes us one step closer to identifying P2P bots.

To estimate Tsys we proceed as follows. For each host
h ∈ H that we identified as P2P clients according to
Section IV-B, we consider the timestamp tstart(h) of the first
network flow we observed from h and the timestamp tend (h)
related to the last flow we have seen from h. Afterwards, we
divide the time tend (h) − tstart(h) into w epochs (e.g., of one
hour each), denoted as T = [t1, . . . ti , . . . , tw]. We further
compute a vector A(h, T ) = [a1, . . . ai , . . . , aw] where ai is
equal to 1 if h generated any network traffic between ti−1 and
ti . We then estimate the active time of h as Tsys = ∑w

i=1 ai .
In order to estimate the active time of a P2P application,

we can leverage obtained fingerprint clusters. It is because
that a P2P application periodically exchanges network con-
trol (e.g., ping/pong) messages with other peers as long as
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the P2P application is active. For each host h (again, we
consider only the hosts in H, which we previously identi-
fied as P2P clients), we examine the set of its fingerprint
clusters FC(h) = {FC1, . . . FC j . . . , FCk} (see Section III).
Based on the flows belonging to a fingerprint cluster FC j ,
we use the same approach of computing Tsys to calcu-
late its active time, denoted as T (FC j ). Then, we estimate
the active time (TP2P ) of a P2P application as ˆTP2P =
max(T (FC1), . . . T (FC j ), . . . T (FCk)).

If the ratio r(h) = ˆTP2P
Tsys

> �P2P , we say that h is
running a persistent P2P application, and add it to a set P
of candidate P2P bots. Host h will then be input to next step,
where h will be represented by a set of persistent fingerprint
clusters for h, denoted as FCp(h) = {FC1

i , . . . , FC j
k } where

T (FCi )/Tsys > �P2P for any FCi ∈ FCp(h).
As illustrated in Table II, the estimated active time ˆTP2P

is the same as the actual active time (TP2P ) for each P2P
application, which demonstrates that ˆTP2P can accurately
approximate TP2P . As we can see from Table II, when we
leave a P2P application running for as long as the machine
is on (24 hours for this particular experiment), we obtain
a ratio r(h) = 1. Therefore, we decided to conservatively
set �P2P = 0.5. Nclust in Table II illustrates the size of
FCp(h), the number of fingerprint clusters (FCs) whose
BG P(FC) > �bgp and T (FC) > �p2p.

Fine-Grained Detection of P2P Bots: The objective of
this component is to identify P2P bots from all persistent P2P
clients (i.e., set P). We leverage one feature: the overlap of
peers contacted by two P2P bots belonging to the same P2P
botnet is much larger than that contacted by two clients in
the same legitimate P2P network. Assume that two hosts in
the monitored network, say h A and h B , are running the same
legitimate P2P file-sharing application (e.g., Emule). Users
of these two P2P clients will most likely have uncorrelated
usage patterns. It is reasonable to assume that in the general
case the two users will search for and download different
content (e.g., different media files or documents) from the
P2P network. This translates into a divergence between the
set of IP addresses contacted by hosts h A and h B . The reason
is that the two P2P clients will tend to exchange P2P control
messages (e.g., ping/pong and search requests) with different
sets of peers which “own” the content requested by their users,
or peers that are along the path towards the content. On the
contrary, if h A and h B are compromised with P2P bots, one
common characteristic of bots is that they need to periodically
search for commands published by the botmaster [21]. This
typically translates into a convergence between the set of IPs
contacted by h A and h B .

In order to leverage this feature, we represent each
host h ∈ P using its persistent fingerprint clusters
FCp(h) = {FC1, . . . , FCk}. Each fingerprint cluster FCi

is converted to a vector [Bytes,i , Byter,i ,�i ]. In this vec-
tor, Bytes,i (Bytes,i ) is the average number of bytes sent
(received) per flow in FCi . �i is a set that contains the
destination IP addresses (peers) of the flows in FCi .

We further define two distance functions below, where
FC(a)

i and FC(b)
j represent two fingerprint clusters from two

persistent P2P clients, ha and hb , respectively.

• dbytes(FC(a)
i , FC(b)

j )

=
√

(Byte
(a)
s,i − Byte

(b)
s, j )

2 + (Byte
(a)
r,i − Byte

(b)
r, j )

2

• dI Ps(FC(a)
i , FC(b)

j ) = 1 − |�a
i ∩�b

j |
|�a

i ∪�b
j |

If two P2P clients (say ha and hb) belong to the same
P2P network, regardless of a legitimate P2P network or a P2P
botnet network, these two clients will follow the same imple-
mentation of the identical P2P protocol. Hence, the network
flows corresponding to the same type of P2P control messages
(e.g., ping/pong messages) will exhibit similar flow sizes
across P2P clients running the same P2P application. Since
a fingerprint cluster summarizes network flows for the same
type of control messages in one client, two fingerprint clusters
corresponding to the same P2P control messages belonging to
the same P2P application will have similar flow size. In other
words, two P2P clients from the same P2P network will share
at least one pair of fingerprint clusters (FC(a)

i , FC(b)
j ), which

have a small value of dbytes(FC(a)
i , FC(b)

j ) since they are
corresponding to the same P2P control message. Otherwise,
if two P2P clients belong to different P2P networks, dbytes

tends to be large.
Given two P2P bots (say ha and hb) belonging to the

same botnet, the sets of peers contacted by these two bots,
denoted as �a

i and �b
j , will share a large overlap, thereby

generating a small value of dI Ps(FC(a)
i , FC(b)

j ). Otherwise, if
two P2P clients belong to i) the same legitimate P2P network
or ii) different P2P networks, they will share a small overlap
and produce a large value of dI Ps(FC(a)

i , FC(b)
j ).

We further define a distance function dist (ha, hb) to quan-
tify the similarity of two P2P clients by integrating dbytes

and dI Ps . dist (ha, hb) tends to yield a small value if ha

and hb are infected with bots from the same P2P botnet.
Especially, even if ha and hb are infected with P2P bots
from the same botnet and they run legitimate P2P applications
simultaneously, the distance quantified by dist (ha, hb) will be
small. It is because that at least one pair of fingerprint clusters
that are generated by P2P bots will yield small values for for
both dbytes and dI Ps .

dist (ha, hb) = min
i, j

(
λ ∗ dbytes(FC(a)

i , FC(b)
j ) − minB

maxB − minB

+ (1 − λ) ∗ dI Ps(FC(a)
i , FC(b)

j )
)

where

• FC(x)
k is the k-th fingerprint cluster of host hx

• minB = mini, j dbytes(FC(a)
i , FC(b)

j )

• maxB = maxi, j dbytes(FC(a)
i , FC(b)

j )
• λ is a predefined constants, which we set to λ = 0.5.

After computing the distance between each pair of hosts
(i.e., hosts in set P), we apply hierarchical clustering, and
group together hosts according to the distance defined above.
In practice the hierarchical clustering algorithm will produce
a dendrogram (a tree-like data structure). The dendrogram
expresses the “relationship” between hosts. The closer two
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hosts are, the lower they are connected at in the dendro-
gram. Two P2P bots in the same botnet should have small
distance and thus are connected at lower level (forming a
dense cluster). In contrast, legitimate P2P applications tend
to have large distances and consequently are connected at
the upper level. We then classify hosts in dense clusters as
P2P bots, and discard all other clusters and the related hosts,
which we classify as legitimate P2P clients. In practice, we
cut the dendrogram at �bot (�bot ∈ [0, 1]) of the maximum
dendrogram height (�bot ∗heightmax ). To set �bot , we assume
that: a) we do not have a labeled data set of botnet traffic;
b) the distance between two legitimate P2P applications is
much larger than that between two bots belonging to the same
botnet (as motivated above). Therefore, we conservatively set
�bot = 0.95.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation objective is to integrate high scal-
ability as a built-in feature into our system. To this end,
we first identify the performance bottleneck of our sys-
tem and then mitigate it using complexity reduction and
parallelization.

A. Performance Bottleneck

Out of four components in our system, “Traffic Filter”
and “Coarse-Grained Detection of P2P Bots” have linear
complexity since they need to scan flows only once to
identify flows with destination addresses resolved from DNS
queries or calculate the active time. Other two components,
“Fine-Grained Detection of P2P Clients” and “Fine-Grained
P2P Detection of P2P Bots”, require pairwise comparison for
distance calculation. Specifically, if we denote the number of
flows generated by a host as n and the number of hosts as S,
the time complexity of Fine-Grained Detection of P2P Clients
approximates O(S∗n2). Comparably, if we denote the number
of persistent P2P clients as l, the time complexity of Fine-
Grained P2P Bot Detection approximates O(l2). Since the
number of flows generated by network applications (i.e., n)
could be enormous (e.g., more than hundreds of thousands of
flows are generated by a single P2P client in our experiments),
the computation overhead of Fine-Grained Detection of P2P
Clients may become prohibitive. On contrary, the percent-
age of P2P clients in the ISP network is relatively small
(e.g., 3%-13% as reported in [22]). Consequently, Fine-
Grained P2P Bot Detection is unlikely to introduce huge
performance overhead. For instance, given a typical ISP net-
work or a large enterprise network that has 65,536 hosts (/16
subnet), if we assume that 8% hosts run P2P applications
and conservatively assume that half of them are persistent,
the number of persistent P2P clients (i.e., l) subject to analy-
sis by Fine-Grained P2P Bot Detection is 2,221, incurring
negligible overhead. To summarize, “Fine-Grained P2P Client
Detection” is the performance bottleneck.

B. Two-Step Flow Clustering

We use a two-step clustering approach to reduce the time
complexity of “Fine-Grained P2P Client Detection”. For the

first-step clustering, we use an efficient clustering algorithm
to aggregate network flows into K sub-clusters, and each sub-
cluster contains flows that are very similar to each other. For
the second-step clustering, we investigate the global distribu-
tion of sub-clusters and further group similar sub-clusters into
clusters.

The distance of two flows is defined as the Euclidean
distance of their corresponding vectors, where each vector
[Pkts , Pktr , Bytes , Byter ] represents the number of pack-
ets/bytes that are sent/received in a flow. In our original
design [11] , we have adopted BIRCH [23], a streaming
clustering algorithm. The number of clusters generated by
BIRCH is mainly decided by a predefined parameter R, which
quantifies the radius of a cluster. A greater value of R implies
less clusters. Although BIRCH can perform approximate clus-
tering of an arbitrarily large dataset given constrained memory
space by scanning the dataset only once, estimating K from R
remains a challenging task. To partially address this challenge
in our original design, we adopted an empirical way: we start
from a small R value (e.g., R = 0) and gradually increase it by
δ until K clusters are generated. Since the number of clusters
generated by BIRCH is sensitive to R, δ has to be very small
to assure that R is not overlarge. As a result, a huge number
of iterations have to be explored until we find appropriate R
that yields K sub-clusters. This procedure results in a large
amount of computation time.

In the current design, we employ K -means as the first-
step clustering. The main reason is that K -Means can achieve
bounded time complexity O(nK I ), where K explicitly indi-
cates the number of expected clusters, n is the number of
flows for each host, and I is the maximum number of
iterations.

For the second-step clustering, we use hierarchical cluster-
ing with DaviesBouldin validation [24] to group sub-clusters
into clusters. Each sub-cluster is represented using a vector
([Pkts, Pktr , Bytes , Byter ]), which is essentially the average
for all flow vectors in this sub-cluster. Hierarchical cluster-
ing is used to build a dendrogram. Finally, DaviesBouldin
validation is employed to assess the global distribution of
inter- and intra-cluster distances of clusters based on various
clustering decisions and yield the best cut for the dendrogram.
The two-step clustering algorithm has the time complexity of
O(nK I + K 2).

C. System Parallelization

Since the two-step clustering analyzes network flows for
each single host, we can parallelize the computation for all
hosts. We formulate the problem as follows: given S hosts
denoted as H = {h1, h2, . . . hS} and M computation nodes
denoted as C = {c1, c2, . . . cM }, we partition H into M
exclusive subsets H T1, H T2..H TM and assign H Ti to ci for
analysis, whose processing time is denoted as exc(ci, H Ti).
Our target is to design a partition algorithm so that the overall
processing time, denoted as T = max(exc(ci, H Ti)), is
minimized. If we assume each computation node has the same
capacity, T will be minimized when the analysis workload is
evenly distributed across all computation nodes.
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TABLE IV

TRAFFIC STATISTICS FOR OUR ACADEMIC NETWORK

To this end, we need a function that estimates the time
consumption based on the number of flows generated by a
host. We denote this function as g( fi ), where fi is the number
of flows initiated by an host hi (i.e., fi = |Stcp(hi )| +
|Sudp(hi )|). An empirical approach is used to derive g( fi ). We
first randomly sample a small number of hosts from H , say P
(e.g., P = 10), which have f 1

i , f 2
j , . . . , f P

n flows respectively.
We then apply the two-step clustering analysis to each sampled
host and obtain their execution time, t1, t2, . . . , tP . Given
f 1
i , f 2

j , . . . , f P
n and t1, t2, . . . , tP , a function g() can be finally

learnt using the regression model. Since the time complexity
of the two-step clustering algorithm is O(nK I + K 2), the
linear regression model is adopted. After getting g( fi ), we
introduce a cumulative function G( fi ) = ∑w=i

w=1 g(hw). We
assign hi to the dth (d = 1, 2 . . . M) computation node if
(d − 1) ∗ G( fN )

M < G( fi ) ≤ d ∗ G( fN )
M so that each node is

given approximately the same workload.
By following these two approaches, we successfully elimi-

nate the performance bottleneck by reducing the computational
complexity from O(S ∗ n2) to O( S

M ∗ (nK I + K 2)).

V. EVALUATION

A. Network Traces

The traffic we collected from an academic network came
from a span port mirroring all traffic crossing the gateway
router (around 200-300Mbps) for the college networks. We
used Argus [25] to efficiently collect network flow infor-
mation of the traffic between internal and external networks
for one entire day. Along with various flow statistics we also
recorded the first 200 bytes of each flow payload, which
we used to identify known legitimate P2P clients within our
network. The DNS traffic was collected simultaneously with
the network flow information, using dnscap, to keep track
of all the domain-to-IP mappings needed to perform traffic
volume reduction. Overall, we observed 953 active hosts,
as reported in Table IV. We refer to the traffic collected
from our academic network as N ETCoC . Different from our
original design in [11], our new design ignores flows of failed
connections, which account for 60% in N ETCoC , thereby
reducing the storage cost by 60%.

In order to establish ground truth in terms of what hosts
are running P2P applications, we used a signature-based
approach that matches the signatures from [26] onto the first
200 bytes of each network flow. After manual validation, we
identified a total of 3 hosts that were running Bittorrent,
which we denoted as “BT1@C”, “BT2@C” and “BT3@C”.
Furthermore, there exists no signature that can match P2P
traffic generated by Skype, since Skype communications are
encrypted. However, using the statistical traffic fingerprints,
we were able to identify 5 likely Skype clients within
our network (the details are discussed in [11]), denoted as

TABLE V

TRACES OF POPULAR P2P APPLICATIONS

TABLE VI

TRACES OF BOTNETS

“Skype1@C”, “Skype2@C”, . . ., “Skype5@C”. We refer to
the network traces corresponding to these 8 P2P clients as
N ETP2P@CoC .

In order to increase the number and diversity of P2P
nodes in our network, we ran 5 popular P2P applications,
including Bittorrent, Emule, Limewire, Skype, and
Ares. We ran each of the 5 P2P applications in two dif-
ferent (virtual) hosts for several hours (e.g., 24 or 5 hours)
simultaneously. Each host was represented by a WindowsXP
(virtual) machine with a public IP address selected within a /24
network. Given a P2P application among the 5 we considered,
we manually interacted with one instance (on one host) to
simulate typical human-driven application usage behavior, and
we fed the second instance of the application (on the second
host) with automatically generated user-interface input. This
artificial user input was simulated using an AutoIt [27] script
that randomly selects contents to be downloaded or uploaded
using the P2P application at random time intervals. Therefore,
overall we obtained 10 additional network traces related to
traffic generated by P2P applications (Table V shows some
statistics related to these network traces). We refer to these
network traces as N ETP2P .

We were able to obtain network traces for two popular P2P
botnets, Storm and Waledac, by purposely running their
malware samples in a controlled environment and recording
their network behavior. We refer to these network traces
as N ETbots . The Storm traces included 13 different bot-
compromised hosts and the Waledac included 3 different
bot-compromised hosts, as shown in the first two rows in
Table VI. In addition, we obtained network traces belonging to
the Zeus botnet (denoted as N ETZeus ), which is a relatively
new P2P botnet since it reportedly integrated P2P C&Cs from
Oct 2011 [28]. Unfortunately, since N ETZeus contain only
one Zeus bot, it is insufficient to evaluate the detection
performance of our system. Nevertheless, it can still be used
to evaluate our system’s capability on profiling new P2P bots.

B. Experiment Setup

We prepared a data set (D) for evaluation. Specifically, we
randomly selected half (8) of the P2P bots from N ETbots .
Then for each of the 5 P2P applications we ran, we randomly
selected one out of its two traces from N ETP2P and overlaid
its traffic to the traffic of a randomly selected host from
N ETCoC . We further randomly chose 3 P2P hosts from
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Fig. 4. Number of hosts identified by each component.

N ETP2P@CoC . We finally overlaid each of 8 P2P bot traces
to each of the selected 8 P2P traces (5 from N ETP2P and 3
from N ETP2P@CoC ). D represents the scenario that a host,
which is compromised by a P2P bot, has an active legitimate
P2P application running simultaneously. To summarize, D
is composed of 26 P2P clients including i) 16 P2P bots,
out of which 8 bots are overlaid with legitimate P2P traffic,
ii) 5 legitimate P2P clients from N ETCoC , iii) 5 legitimate
P2P clients from N ETP2P . In addition, we randomly selected
one host from N ETCoC and mixed its traffic with N ETZeus

to get a data set N ET ′
Zeus .

For the following experiments including Section V-C.1,
V-C.2, and V-C.3, we use K = 4, 000, �BG P = 50, and
�bot = 0.95. The number of hosts preserved by each com-
ponent for these three experiments are presented in Figure 4.
The evaluation of different parameter settings is discussed in
Section V-C.1.

C. Experimental Results on Botnet Detection

1) DNS-Based Traffic Filter: We applied our detection
system on data set D. The traffic filter drastically reduced the
workload for the whole system. As indicated in Figure 4, it
reduced the number of hosts subject to analysis by 67% (from
953 to 316) but retained all P2P clients.

2) Identifying and Profiling P2P Applications: Based on
the traffic after the DNS-based filter, our system discovers
fingerprint clusters. The discovered clusters can effectively not
only identify P2P clients, but also profile P2P applications
running in a host. Our system can successfully identify all
26 P2P clients in D. Examples of fingerprint cluster sum-
maries ([Pkts, Pktr , Bytes , Byter , Proto]) are presented in
Table VII and Table VIII.

Table VII presents fingerprint cluster summaries for two
Storm bots and two Waledac bots before their traffic was
overlaid with legitimate P2P client traffic. In this table, we can
find that bots from the same botnet share similar fingerprint
clusters with respect to the flow size.

In contrast to Table VII, Table VIII presents several finger-
print clusters summaries for two bots (Waledac2+BT2@C
and Storm4+Skype4@C) whose traffic is overlaid with
traffic from legitimate P2P applications. The results in this
table demonstrated that our system can effectively isolate
fingerprint clusters belonging to different P2P applications
even if these P2P applications are running in the same host. For
example, Waledac2+BT2@C, the fingerprint clusters come
from two P2P applications, where “(1 1 145 139, UDP)” and
“(1 1 75 75, UDP)” are from Bittorrent (more finger-
print clusters for Bittorrent can be found in Table XI

TABLE VII

FINGERPRINT CLUSTER SUMMARIES FOR P2P BOTS

TABLE VIII

FINGERPRINTS FOR Storm AND Waledac

TABLE IX

FINGERPRINTS FOR Zeus

and XII in [11]), and “(4 3 224 170, TCP)” together with
“(3 3 185 162, TCP)” are from Waledac (referring to
Table VII).

We used N ET ′
Zeus to evaluate whether our system can

effectively profile a Zeus bot. Our system generated 6 sta-
tistical fingerprint clusters, whose summaries are illustrated
in Table IX. Obtaining fingerprint clusters from this host
demonstrates that our system can successfully identify a P2P
application running on the host. Although a single Zeus bot
is insufficient for the final component to perform detection,
its fingerprint clusters offer valuable information: the identi-
fied P2P application (Zeus) adopts different P2P protocols
compared to known P2P applications (5 legitimate P2P appli-
cations and 2 P2P botnets) since its fingerprint clusters have
not been observed in our experiments.

3) Detecting P2P Bots: Among 26 P2P clients identified
in the previous step, 25 out of them exhibit persistent P2P
behaviors. We further evaluate the similarity of fingerprint
clusters and peer IPs for each pair of persistent P2P clients and
derive a dendrogram as shown in the Figure 5. As bots from
the same botnet share similar fingerprint clusters and a large
overlap of peer IPs, they will have small distance (dist ()),
resulting in a dense cluster of these bots in the dendrogram.
As indicated in Figure 5, all 13 Storm bots and 3 Waledac
bots form two dense clusters, respectively. We conservatively
cut the tree at �bot ∗ heightmax = 0.95 (�bot = 0.95 and
heightmax = 1). Hence, three clusters are identified and
overall 18 hosts were labeled as suspicious, which include all
16 P2P bots and 2 false positives, resulting a high detection
rate of 100% and a low false positive rate of 0.2% (2/953).
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Fig. 5. Hierarchical tree on persistent P2P hosts.

The false positives appear to be two Skype clients. The reason
for these two false positives is the conservatively configured
value of �bot , which is close to 1.

It is worth noting that the legitimate P2P application running
on a bot-compromised host may present a significant challenge
for the existing detection method such as [8]. It is mainly due
to the fact that the traffic profile of a bot-compromised host
might be completely distorted by the legitimate P2P applica-
tion running on it simultaneously. For instance, in our experi-
ments, when a host is running a Waledac and a Bitorrent
application simultaneously, the traffic profile of the whole host
is dominated by the Bittorrent application, concealing the
traffic characteristics of the Waledac: the average flow size
of the entire host is 348708 whereas the average flow size
of the Waledac bot is only 11372; the number of peer IP
addresses contacted by the entire host is 1359 compared to
only 760 contacted by the Waledac bot. Since our detection
algorithm is rooted in fingerprint clusters, which can discern
different P2P applications, it is capable of detecting P2P bots
(malicious P2P applications) even if the bot-compromised
hosts are running legitimate P2P applications.

4) Analyzing the System Scalability: After optimization,
the performance bottleneck of our system will have a low
complexity of O( S

M ∗ (nK I + K 2)), where K indicates the
number of sub-clusters generated by K -Means and M repre-
sents the number of computation nodes (e.g., processors in a
MapReduce infrastructure). As K decreases, the second-step
clustering, hierarchical clustering, processes fewer sub-clusters
and requires less time. The computation capacity grows
as M increases. We set I = 10 but the K -Means clustering
usually converged before 10 iterations in our experiments.

Figure 6a shows system performance as K decreases, where
the processing time has been reduced by 93% (from 12 hours
to 0.8 hours). In addition, Figure 6a demonstrates that our
current design (i.e., K -Means with hierarchical clustering)
outperforms the original design (i.e., Birch with hierarchical
clustering). For example, when K = 2, 000, our current
design used 0.3 hour while the original design [11] consumed
2.5 hours, reducing the processing time by 68%.

We parallelized the computation using M hosts (1 ≤
M ≤ 10 given K = 4, 000). For each value of M , we repeated

TABLE X

DETECTION RATE AND FALSE POSITIVE RATE

FOR DIFFERENT �bot AND K

the experiments 5 times and report the average running time
in Figure 6b. The experimental results demonstrated that the
processing time is reduced from 1.4 hours to 0.4 hours given
M = 5 and K = 4, 000. Our load-balance partition method
also surpasses the random partition method as indicated in
Figure 6b. All of these experiments achieve the same detection
accuracy with 100% detection rate and 0.2% false positive rate
(given �bot = 0.95).

When processing a huge amount of data, memory consump-
tion is a concern. Since our system is designed to linearly
analyze each host, the memory consumption is commensurate
with the number of flows associated with each single host.
Figure 6c presents the memory consumption of our system
given K = 4, 000 and M = 1, where the maximum con-
sumption is around 1,800M. Therefore, a single computer is
sufficient enough to operate our system.

5) Analyzing the Effect of System Parameters: While the
measurement in Section III motivates the parameter values for
�p2p, the extent to which the parameters including K , �BG P ,
and �bot affect the detection results remains unknown. In this
section, we empirically answer this question.

Although the number of sub-clusters for hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm drops as K decreases, a small K may force
dissimilar flows to be aggregated into one sub-cluster, thereby
diminishing the similarity between two fingerprint clusters
from two bots. To quantify the influence, we evaluate the
detection performance when both K and �bot are selected
from large ranges (i.e., K = 2000, 4000, 8000 and 10000, and
�bot = 0.1, 0.3 . . . 0.95). The detection rates (DR) and false
positive (FP) rates, which are reported in Table X, indicate
that the detection performance is stable over a large range of
K (e.g., ≥ 4000), and �bot ∈ [0.7, 0.95] is a good candidate
value. Table X also suggests that 0.8 or 0.9 may be a better
value for �bot compared to 0.95 used in our experiment.
This implies that when a labeled data set of P2P botnet traffic
is available we can tune this threshold (�bot) to find a better
trade-off between false positives and false negatives.

�BG P is used to filter out those clusters that are unlikely
to contain P2P control flows. If �BG P is set too small, non-
P2P hosts are likely to be identified as P2P hosts, resulting in
false positives. Likewise, if �BG P is too large, P2P bots may
be discarded and false negatives would then be introduced.
Table XI presents the number of detected bots and false
positives as �BG P is increased from 2 to 1,000. When 30 ≤
�BG P ≤ 200, our system yields a small number of false
positives and no false negative, demonstrating its effectiveness
over a large range of settings.
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Fig. 6. System performance. (a) Processing time with different K . (b) Processing time with parallelization. (c) Memory consumption.

TABLE XI

FALSE POSITIVES (FPS) AND FALSE NEGATIVES (FNS)

GIVEN DIFFERENT �BG P

D. Robustness Against Evasion By Mimicking Legitimate
P2P Applications

Since our system aims at differentiating P2P bots from
legitimate P2P applications, botmasters may instruct their
bots to mimic legitimate P2P protocols in order to evade
the detection. The most significant advantage for this evasion
technique is that it will not introduce any unknown fingerprint
clusters that may arouse anomaly. To be specific, botmasters
can follow two steps. First, they could modify bots so that their
network flows, which carry control messages, have similar
flow sizes compared to those belonging to legitimate P2P
applications. Further, they can instruct each bot to exchange
control messages with more peers that are unlikely to be
contacted by other bots, which will result in a small overlap of
peers contacted by two bots. In order to evaluate the robustness
of our system against such evasion technique, we perform the
following experiment by simulating these two steps.

We first sort all fingerprint clusters of a P2P application/bot
in the ascending order of its average flow size (i.e., Bytes +
Byter ). We then select a legitimate P2P application as a target
P2P application. For each bot, we alter the average flow size
(i.e., Bytes and Byter ) for each of its fingerprint cluster to the
flow size of its corresponding fingerprint cluster belonging to
the target P2P application. For example, if T-Bittorrent
in Table III is selected as the target application, the aver-
age flow size (Bytes and Byter ) of the first (“smallest”)
fingerprint clusters of the Storm1 bot, (2 2 94 278, UDP)
(see Table VII), will be changed to that of T-Bittorrent’s
first (“smallest”) fingerprint cluster, (1 1 109 100, UDP)
(see Table III). If a bot has more fingerprint clusters than the
target P2P application, we discard the those redundant ones.

Second, for each fingerprint cluster (Bytes,i , Byter,i , �i )
that belongs to a bot, we randomly generate γ ∗|�i | peers and
add them into �i , where �i contains distinct peers contacted
by this bot in this particular fingerprint cluster. This procedure

Fig. 7. Challenges for attackers to instruct bots to contact different peers to
evade our detection.

simulates that a bot contacts γ more random peers from the
botnet in order to circumvent the detection.

We use all 5 legitimate P2P applications as target appli-
cations. For each target application, we increase γ from 0.5
to 9.5. Our system achieves a false positive rate of 0.2%
for these experiments. Given a certain value of γ , Figure 7
presents the lowest detection rate among all the target appli-
cations, where the detection rate drops when γ increases. In
order to completely bypass our system, Storm and Waledac
need to contact 5.5 and 9.5 times more peers, respectively.
Considering the fact that a Storm bot and a Waledac bot
contacted 7,073 and 4,065 peers in average, they need to
communicate with total 45,975 and 42,682 peers for successful
evasion, respectively. Consequently, bots will be more “noisy”
and thus more likely to arouse suspicion. In addition, once
a bot is detected, it will reveal the presence of much more
malicious peers, significantly facilitating the disruption efforts.

VI. POSSIBLE EVASIONS AND SOLUTIONS

If botmasters get to know about our detection algorithm,
they could attempt to modify other bots’ network behavior to
evade detection. This situation is similar to evasion attacks
against other intrusion detection systems. In this section, we
discuss the possible evasions and solutions in addition to the
“mimicking attacks” presented in Section V-D.

A. Evasion by Misusing the Traffic Filter

Botmasters may exploit our traffic filter for evasion. For
example, a botmaster may set up a DNS server and then
instruct each bot to query this server before contacting any
peer. The (malicious) DNS server can respond the bot with
a DNS response that contains the IP address of that peer.
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In this case, our traffic filter could eliminate bot flows. To
solve this problem, we can only filter out network flows whose
destination IP addresses are resolved from popular domains,
i.e., domains queried by a non-negligible fraction of hosts in
the monitored networks.

B. Evasion by Joining Legitimate P2P Applications

Bots may “blend” with legitimate P2P clients to evade
detection by directly joining legitimate P2P networks, in which
botmasters can propagate commands. In fact, the initial version
of Storm adopted this “blending” strategy, while recent
P2P botnets, including the most recent version of Storm,
Waledac, and Zeus, build their own P2P networks. Never-
theless, the “blended” P2P bots may make our detection more
difficult because bots’ fingerprint clusters will be identical to
those of legitimate P2P applications. However, since two bots
will search for the same commands and thus their fingerprint
clusters are still likely to have a large overlap of contacted
peers, which may serve as a discriminative feature by itself. In
spite of that, we acknowledge that “blended” P2P bots make
our detection very challenging in certain circumstances. For
example, when two P2P bots relay queries from legitimate
peers, their fingerprint clusters are unlikely to have large peer-
overlaps.

C. Evasion by Limiting the Activity of P2P Bots

Since the Coarse-Grained P2P Bot Detection component
leverages the feature that bots are usually persistently active
on the underlying compromised hosts, botmasters may signifi-
cantly reduce the active time of each P2P bot in order to evade
our system. Specifically, P2P bots can repeat the following
pattern: bots are active for only a short time and then silent
for a long period. While this technique might be effective,
it will introduce significant negative consequences to botnets.
First, the usability of the whole botnet is tremendously limited
as in most of the time bots will be inactive. Second, bots will
frequently join and leave the botnet, which results in high
churn rates [20]. The high churn rates affect the performance
of P2P networks significantly, causing routing failures, loss
of stored resources, and inconsistency. They may even lead
to a complete disruption of the overlay network [29], [30].
In addition, botmasters could also reduce the number of peer
IPs (or BGP prefixes) contacted by each bot to bypass the
fine-grained P2P client detection component. Nevertheless,
this approach could have a serious negative impact on the
efficiency and resiliency of the C&C infrastructure [31].

D. Evasion by Building Topology-Aware P2P Bots

Our system analyzes network traffic exchanged between
internal hosts and external networks and it assumes that at
least two bots from the same botnet. Therefore, botmasters
may design topology-aware P2P botnets for evasion. To be
specific, P2P bots inside the monitored network can form a
P2P network whereas only one among them is responsible
for communicating with external peers. In order to address
this challenge, we can further improve our system. First, we

can implement our system in a distributed manner, where all
components except the Fine-Grained Bot Detection component
can be moved “close” to end hosts to gain complete view of
their network activities. Fingerprint clusters of each single P2P
client can then be acquired by taking into account the traffic
it exchanged with other internal hosts. A centralized Fine-
Grained P2P Bot Detection Component can perform detection
based on all fingerprint clusters. As programmable network
devices (e.g., switches) gain popularity, such improvement
becomes practically feasible.

E. Evasion by Tunneling P2P Traffic Through Tor Networks

As suggested by Dennis Brown [32], botmasters could
leverage Tor’s hidden service to build P2P C&Cs that are
extremely robust against disruption efforts. In a Tor-based P2P
botnet, each peer can announce a service descriptor through
Tor’s hidden service with its IP address concealed. As a conse-
quence, the last component in our system will be affected since
bots’ IP addresses are invisible to our system. However, the
first three components can still generate accurate fingerprint
clusters. In this case, we need to extract new features from
fingerprint clusters and leverage them for detection.

F. Evasion by Randomizing Communication Behaviors

Bots could randomize their P2P communication patterns to
prevent our system from getting accurate fingerprint clusters
for P2P protocols. In this case, we can measure the number
of failed connections to perform coarse-grained detection of
P2P clients and also adopt more general features, such as the
distribution of flow/packet sizes and flow/packet intervals, to
profile P2P applications.

To summarize, although our system greatly enhances and
complements the capabilities of existing P2P botnet detection
systems, it is not perfect. We should definitely strive to
develop more robust defense techniques, where the aforemen-
tioned discussion outlines the potential improvements of our
system.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel botnet detection system
that is able to identify stealthy P2P botnets, whose malicious
activities may not be observable. To accomplish this task,
we derive statistical fingerprints of the P2P communications
to first detect P2P clients and further distinguish between
those that are part of legitimate P2P networks (e.g., file-
sharing networks) and P2P bots. We also identify the perfor-
mance bottleneck of our system and optimize its scalability.
The evaluation results demonstrated that the proposed system
accomplishes high accuracy on detecting stealthy P2P bots and
great scalability.
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